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Welcome and Congrats on Joining the Now Lifestyle TEAM! 

On the following pages you will see some quick start directions to get you moving with 

your new Now Lifestyle membership area.  Just follow these steps to get your first 

campaign up and rolling so you can start collecting leads...AND following up with them. 

Login to your member area at: https://nowlifestyle.com/login.php and you will see this 

dashboard: 

 

Take a few minutes and watch the 5 videos on the left (Step 1- Step 5) just to get a quick 

glance at the layout of the membership area.  In the beginning one of the biggest things 

you will want to do is set up your email system so that you can start sending your link 

and capture leads. 

 

https://nowlifestyle.com/login.php
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Getting your first autoresponder campaign set up: 

 

Click on the 2nd tab on the top menu labeled "Now Lifestyle" and you will see that your 

side menu options appear.  Click on the "campaign" to establish your autoresponder. 
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When the tabs drop down, click on the "List" tab to access your list and enter the email 

address and name you want to send your emails from as well as establish that you want 

to get contacted whenever leads opt in. 

 

The main things you need to do here are circled in the diagram above. 

1. Make sure the box on the left is checked so you can get notified when you have a 

new lead 

2. Add in the name you want your messages to be sent from (that is what the end 

user or lead sees in their own personal email inbox 

3. The Two email addresses need to be entered and may be different.  The "Reply-

To" email is the address your lead can contact you at if they want to send you a 

reply to a message you send them, while the "Notification" email is where you get 

notified if you have a new lead.  I chose to keep mine the same in this case but 

you can go in and modify as you see fit and as your business grows. 

Make sure you click the RED edit tab at the bottom! 
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Creating your first email message for your follow up series 

 

Click on the Message tab and then click on the "Follow up" tab...If you scroll down you 

will see that you do not have any messages and you need to create your first follow up, 

so click on the "Add follow up" tab as shown in the diagram above. 

Why do you need to add a follow up series.  You do not need to do this if you are going 

to instead do daily broadcasts, though you want to be able to get at least the first 

message out to the lead as soon as they opt in...Just remember if you do not reach out 

to your leads, they are going to think you do not care and might forget about you and 

the Now Lifestyle opportunity...Reach out, say hello and let them know you are there to 

help them out in getting started. 
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Creating your FIRST EMAIL! 

  

If this is your first email, be sure to change the 1 to a '0' in the "Send after" box.  This will 

cause your lead to get an instant email as soon as they opt in...Talk about automation!   

On successive emails, leave the number at 1 if you want them to come out daily. 

This is where you want to introduce yourself, maybe give a short one to two sentence 

background on why you are in NLS and let them know how they can reach out to you 

through email, social media or even your phone number. 
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Make your Subject line catchy and complete your message in the top box labeled html 

message (if you know html you can really make your messages stand out but it is not 

needed).  You must also copy and paste your message into the bottom box which says 

"Text message" as some internet browsers or email software will not accept images and 

html code and just need plain text in the message. 

Be sure to click the RED ADD button at the bottom of the page 

Once you click that button you should now see a new message in 

your follow ups 
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As the above image shows, you should see the newest email follow up that you added..I 

have added THREE email follow ups so far.  The first shows it is being sent out after '0' 

days meaning it will go out automatically after opt in. 

My next two follow ups each go out '1' day after the previous message.  Thus if a lead 

opted in on a Monday, they would get the "Marathon...not the sprint!" email on 

Wednesday. 

YOU CAN WRITE AS MANY FOLLOW UP EMAILS AS YOU WANT BUT KEEP THEM GENERIC 

You do not want to have a follow up that points to specific dated events, so that they 

scream that they are coming from a computer generated system instead of a real 

person.  Keep them generic and you can set up a series of emails that builds trust with 

your leads and makes them want to click your link to enroll if they have not done so 

already. 
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Sending a live broadcast message is a different story though and here is where you can 

send messages that are related to current events and show your leads that you are in 

fact a real person building a business. 

 

SENDING A LIVE MESSAGE 

Just click on the "Send broadcast" tab under "campaigns" and you will have a page open 

up that is very similar to the follow up pages.  The main difference here is that you can 

choose your campaigns.  Just click on the "Now Lifestyle" (circled above) and it will 

automatically 'jump' to the other box and will thus be selected. 

Continue to write your email just like you did previously in the follow up and click on the 

red ADD button again! 
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IMPORTANT MUST DO TASK...or your email will NEVER go out! 

After you add a live broadcast...It will show up as pending on your next screen as you 

see in the image below.  YOU MUST CLICK THE '+' SIGN on the RIGHT side of the screen 

in order to put this in the queue to actually send it out. 

If you do not do this, it will basically sit in the pending section forever. 

 

Later and once the email has been sent, it will show up in your sent broadcasts, where 

you can see certain things about in regards to how many people opened the email, how 

many clicks on links took place.  The bounce rate is related to how many times it was 

bounced from someone's email account and can be due to a full inbox, or if it is a fake 

email used to opt in.  These leads will often later end up as BLOCKED! 
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Editing Your Account DETAILS:   This is a MUST DO in order to make sure your 

upline/downline have proper methods of contacting you. Remember WE ARE A TEAM 

HERE!  While you might be levels below me, I am still going to help you any way I can as 

will Coach Seb! 

 

Click on triangle next to YOUR NAME in the top right corner of the member area to get 

the drop down box and complete necessary details on the "Edit Your Account" and "Edit 

Billing Info" in order to have things run as smoothly as possible. 

For example...if you want to actually get PAID commissions, you need to have this set up 

and correctly submitted.  That includes your appropriate address, Tax ID or social 

security number etc. 

We are a team here and I want you to succeed as much as possible...It would not be 

good if the NLS support could not send you a commission check! 

 

Keep reading for another SUPER BONUS From Coach Seb 
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Coach Seb's SUPER BONUS To help get more enrollments! 

Coach Seb know's a good thing when it comes to the Binary Matrix that is taking place 

inside of the Now Lifestyle...This is one thing that you should learn quickly as well is that 

ALL sponsored members continue to get filled in where YOU want to put them though 

of course if makes sense to fill in level by level. 

You might also get spillover which is where Coach Seb, or myself and later YOU can 

place people where YOU want them to Fall in your downline. 

To help with everything and get more people into OUR TEAM, Coach Seb has provided 

FREE access to his membership site where he does live recruiting webinars where you 

can send leads and get credited for the sale, should they enroll from the member area. 

Just register by clicking on this link and be sure to REGISTER WITH YOUR NOW LIFESTYLE 

USERNAME...Do not create another random USERNAME.  It must match your NLS 

username in order for the system to work and cookie you to the persons you invite. 

http://www.explodenls.com/joinus 

 

Once on that page...scroll down and look for the NEXT Button on the right side 

 

Be sure it also says Nowlifestyle/Now Body to make sure you're in the right place! 

http://www.explodenls.com/joinus
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On the next page, be sure to use the SAME NOW LIFESTYLE USERNAME 

 

Be sure to provide your full name as well as the same email you used to register as well 

to be consistent. 

Coach Seb will then be able to verify you indeed are on our team and will provide you 

with clearance and be able to email you your access details. 

Once Coach Seb clears you and you get verified, you need to update YOUR profile here 

as well in case you do use this as another method to show people NLS so as to make 

sure your account is showing up correctly with your picture showing as the person 

inviting a lead to a webinar. 
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After clicking the MyAccount tab you should be able to see tabs to update your details.  

Mine has been completed, but please look for the "edit profile" link or drop down 

arrow. 

 

You have an option to change a few things like Contact info, Canvas, Portrait and Your 

Official Account. 

The TWO YOU MUST look at are the contact info and Portrait.  The Canvas (or 

background image is not as important to worry about and Your official Account details 

should already be set with your sponsor listed etc. 

Under Contact info...Be sure your Name, username and email are correct:  This will 

make sure that Coach Seb's system is linked up correctly with NLS in order to provide 

you the correct link for the webinar room that will re-direct to your NLS link when the 
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webinar is over or if someone logs off the webinar before it is done!

 

Next YOU MUST ADD A PORTRAIT (picture) 
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Coach Seb will hook you up with a webinar room link that will most likely look similar to 

this: http://www.getfitin7minutes.com/welcome/conferences.php?aff=DaveGardner 

You would of course would have YOUR USERNAME Where it says "DaveGardner" 

When you test out or share YOUR link, you would see something like this to know it is 

working correctly: 

 

Notice my affiliate link for the webinar room in the browser bar and then it says who I 

was invited by a well as my affiliate username next to my picture (and real name) 

This shows YOU as the leader and one who invited someone so they know that they 

have come to the right place. 

Once people are on the Webinar Coach Seb will take over and will invite guests to join 

our team and you can get people placed below you TWO different ways. 

They register through you...or they come as spillover from myself or Seb etc. 
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That is where the real fun begins. 

You can get people under you that can help you meet the 4/2 ratio required in the 

binary matrix that make one CYCLE and earns you $20 for the month. 

Does not matter who put them there, but you can still cycle from them. 

It is not about letting your upline do the work for you though.  You have to work as 

though no one is there supporting you and you're doing everything you can to put food 

on your plate...Have the desire and passion for success as though you are reaching for 

your last breath. 

Remember!  Serious action will grow your business much faster than just dabbling in it 

once in a while. 

Consistency is key, though remember that imperfect action beats perfect inaction 

EVERYDAY! 

And then there is my favorite quote that I say all the time to my students online and in 

class as well as my players (I Coach girls lacrosse) and that is as follows: 

"You get out of it what you put into it" 

Go make it happen and lets Live, Love and Laugh together as we shrink our guts and 

fatten our wallets! 

 

Dave Gardner     http://Facebook.com/TheDavidGardner 

315-559-2784 (Text or call, though leave a message as I get a lot of random calls) 

Barefootpainting@gmail.com 


